Dr Ian Pearson & Prof Nick Colosimo
Introducing the Pythagoras Sling –
A novel means of achieving space flight
Executive Summary
A novel reusable means of accelerating a projectile to sub-orbital or orbital flight is proposed which
we have called The Pythagoras Sling. It was invented by Dr Ian Pearson and developed with the
valuable assistance of Professor Nick Colosimo. The principle is to use large parachutes as effective
temporary anchors for hoops, through which tethers may be pulled that are attached to a projectile.
This system is not feasible for useful sizes of projectiles with current materials, but will quickly
become feasible with higher range of roles as materials specifications improve with graphene and
carbon composite development. Eventually it will be capable of launching satellites into low Earth
orbit, and greatly reduce rocket size and fuel needed for human space missions.

Specifications for acceleration rates, parachute size and initial parachute altitudes ensure that
launch timescales can be short enough that parachute movement is acceptable, while specifications
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of the materials proposed ensure that the system is lightweight enough to be deployed effectively in
the size and configuration required.
Major advantages include (eventually) greatly reduced need for rocket fuel for orbital flight of
human cargo or potential total avoidance of fuel for orbital flight of payloads that can tolerate
higher g-forces; consequently reduced stratospheric emissions of water vapour that otherwise
present an AGW issue; simplicity resulting in greatly reduced costs for launch; and avoidance of risks
to expensive payloads until active parts of the system are in place. Other risks such as fuel explosions
are removed completely.
The journey comprises two parts: the first part towards the first parachute conveys high vertical
speed while the second part converts most of this to horizontal speed while continuing acceleration.
The projectile therefore acquires very high horizontal speed required for sub-orbital and potentially
for orbital missions.
The technique is intended mainly for the mid and long term future, since it only comes into its own
once it becomes possible to economically make graphene components such as strings and tapes, but
short term use is feasible with lower but still useful specifications. While long term launch of peoplecarrying rockets is feasible, shorter term uses would be limited to smaller payloads or those capable
of withstanding higher g-forces. That makes it immediately useful for some satellite or military
launches, with others quickly becoming feasible as materials improve.
This paper suggest two mechanisms for drawing the cable - a drum based reel and an
electromagnetic cable drive system.
There are many potential uses and variants of the system, all using the same principle of temporary
high-atmosphere anchors, aerodynamically restricted to useful positions during launch. Not all are
discussed here. Although any hypersonic launch system has potential military uses, civil uses to
reduce or eliminate fuel requirements for space launch for human or non-human payloads are by far
the most exciting potential as the Sling will greatly reduce the currently prohibitive costs of getting
people and material into orbit. Without knowing future prices for graphene, it is impossible to
precisely estimate costs, but engineering intuition alone suggests that such a simple and re-usable
system with such little material requirement ought to be feasible at two or three orders of
magnitude less than current prices, and if so, could greatly accelerate mid-century space industry
development.
Formal articles in technical journals may follow in due course that discuss some aspects of the sling
and catapult systems, but this article serves as a simple publication and disclosure of the overall
system concepts into the public domain. Largely reliant on futuristic materials, the systems cannot
reasonably be commercialised within patent timeframes, so hopefully the ideas that are freely given
here can be developed further by others for the benefit of all.
This is not intended to be a rigorous analysis or technical specification, but hopefully conveys
enough information to stimulate other engineers and companies to start their own developments
based on some of the ideas disclosed.
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Background
A large number of non-fuel space launch systems have been proposed, from Jules Verne’s 1865
Moon gun through to modern railguns, space hooks and space elevators. Rail guns convey
moderately high speeds in the atmosphere where drag and heating are significant limitations, but
their main limitation is requiring very high accelerations but still achieving too low muzzle velocity
for even sub-orbital trips. Space-based tether systems such as space hooks or space elevators may
one day be feasible, but not soon. Current space launches all require rockets, which are still fairly
dangerous, and are highly expensive. They also dump large quantities of water vapour into the high
atmosphere where, being fairly persistent, it contributes significantly to the greenhouse effect,
especially as it drifts towards the poles. Moving towards using less or no fuel would be a useful step
in many regards.

Launch Concept Evolution
This section outlines a number of design iterations for a space launch system. Some of the iterations
considered have potential merits for future use even if they are not necessarily best suited to
current material technologies.

Graphene foam
The original idea behind this proposed system was Pearson’s 2013 concept of graphene foam, made
of tiny spheres of graphene with a vacuum inside, which theoretically could achieve densities lower
than helium once sphere size is greater than 0.014mm. It was imagined that this could be used one
day to make large solid high altitude balloons that could float high in the stratosphere, likely 20km
and possibly 35km high. Until recently, those ideas had not progressed beyond their publication as
blog articles and featuring heavily in his science fiction book Space Anchor.
More recently, he designed a concept called Skyline, using a very long but very narrow high altitude
platform for hypersonic aircraft, with an upper solar power layer and a lower linear induction motors
layer with sleds and tethers to high speed transport. This layer would one day provide hypersonic
long haul flights on main routes.
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In spite of undoubtedly being a far future concept, it was primarily aimed at planes and low
communications or sensor ‘satellites’, not for space entry, and it isn’t considered that the speeds
obtainable by this system would be useful for space launch assistance.

Stratospheric solid balloon launch base
High balloon-based platforms for space launch have often been considered but to date none
apparently recommended using solid foams in place of balloons. Pearson considered development
of stratospheric bases for space launch using his graphene foam. Tethering such a platform to the
ground would allow it to be ‘reeled in’ to load a rocket, then raise it to high altitude before
launching, with lower fuel requirement to achieve orbit thanks to the higher initial altitude. Solid
foam would offer significant merit over helium balloons including potential ruggedness, insensitivity
to punctures and not least, avoiding any need to use helium of which supplies are already
threatened.
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Graphene foam has since been demonstrated, albeit in small quantity, and surprisingly has proved to
be highly resistant to pressure whereas it was initially thought by some that the spheres would be
too easily collapsed to be useful. However, more recently, MIT developed a demonstration of a 3Dprinted foam with a novel lattice structure that also combines very low density with high strength.
The MIT idea stimulated Pearson to realise that instead of tiny spheres with a single layer of
graphene as the shell, much larger spheres could be made using such a foam as the shell material,
still with a large enclosed vacuum. Indeed, it may be possible to make even lighter foams using such
large spheres, and potentially bring forward the feasibility of a stratospheric base made of a large
volume of such spheres enclosed presumably under a hard top to act as a launch platform. That idea
remains a potentially useful solution that might be advantageous for certain kinds of launch. Spheres
containing a vacuum would be far easier to make in bulk at high altitude, since they never have to
withstand full atmospheric pressure, but that prohibits a platform being dragged to the ground for
loading.
Lower altitude bases would still offer significant advantages for cheaper space access but could be
accomplished earlier due to lower material specifications. A base at just 50,000ft would offer
opportunity for fast response military or rescue missions, either terrestrial or space.
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Single stage catapult
While considering the MIT enhancement, for use in high altitude bases, Pearson realised that the
base need not necessarily be lowered for loading but could instead winch up the rocket and other
launch equipment before launching from the high platform. Exploring the mechanism for raising a
rocket, such as fixing the rocket to a tether and dragging it up made it obvious that with strong
enough equipment, it could be raised at high speed, essentially catapulting up from the ground, and
that catapulting could actually be the main launch procedure itself. Any speed gained in doing so
would presumably reduce rocket fuel and weight needed and thus reduce costs.
After experimenting with a few designs and calculations, Pearson began interacting with Professor
Nick Colosimo, who had been a regular friendly social media interactor on some of his previous
ideas. Colosimo acted as a very valuable engineering sounding board in the aerospace industry to
confirm that these ideas were not simply nonsense but constructively querying suspect system
details, thus helping enormously in their further development. With Colosimo’s encouraging
interactions and queries, Pearson calculated that a fast winding system on the high platform might
possibly accelerate a rocket to high speeds: 4000mph for a 5g human launch or 7000mph for a 15g
non-human payload.
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The platform would obviously descend in Newtonian reaction quite significantly during such a
process, but atmospheric drag as well as momentum would limit rate of descent, especially since the
aerial base would need to be physically large to provide buoyancy for the equipment. After launch, it
would simply float back to position ready for the next launch. Colosimo introjected that a primary
disadvantage of this system is that it only conveys vertical speed to the rocket, and although useful,
horizontal speed would be far more useful.

Two-platform catapult system
Although these potential speeds are high compared to aircraft, they are clearly far below space
launch speeds so large rockets would still be needed and would be fired once the rocket had already
gained the best altitude and speed from the catapult. The low height of the floating base appeared
to be a strong limiting factor on the catapult system, especially for low-g human launches. Pearson
realised that it should be possible to pump air from the lower atmosphere up and out of nozzles on a
second ultra-light platform to raise it very high indeed, so although it too would start at around
35km, it would raise up to perhaps 100km in preparation for a launch. Although buoyancy at such a
height would be almost zero, the platform could be held aloft long enough by these downward
thrusters to carry out a launch.
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Initial calculations for this refinement suggest that 7000mph could be reached by human launches
before rockets need to be fired and 9900mph for non-human 10g acceleration launches.
However, Professor Colosimo introduced a key reminder that upward speed on its own is insufficient
to achieve orbit, and that it would be far more useful to gain high horizontal speed.

Remote base catapult system
Two engineering refinements thus followed. It was realised that winches could be ground based
using pulleys instead of winches on the high platforms, greatly reducing the weight needing
buoyancy. To solve the lack of horizontal speed, Pearson added a new lower and therefore more
easily floated and cheaper) aerial base, with the fast-winding winch installed there instead of on the
high platform, and this new base would be horizontally far away (and optionally ground based, with
some engineering trade-offs). After passing the 100km high platform, the rocket would be
uncoupled from one of its two tethers and would then only be tethered to the new base. That would
force the rocket into a curve, quickly substituting horizontal for vertical velocity, while continued
winding would continue to accelerate the rocket, which would finish with a high horizontal speed
before uncoupling. An optional parachute was also introduced to prevent the remote base from
moving too far during launch.
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Calculations based on graphene cabling suggested that this could achieve very high sub-orbital
speeds, and possibly even orbital speed for 15g-tolerant payloads, but without some simulation of
the system over the launch cycle, it is hard to estimate the extra speed gained during the second
part of the launch.
However, before that was considered further, a new issue became clear. Some heavy pumping
equipment was still on the 35km bases, requiring high buoyancy and therefore large quantities of
material, with one calculation suggesting up to 0.2 cubic kilometres to support cabling, pulleys,
pumps and other equipment. Colosimo confirmed that although this was theoretically possible,
fabricating such vast quantities of novel material almost certainly would be unachievable in the near
future. Whatever merits solid graphene foam-based aerial bases may have in the far future, that is
likely where they will be achieved and until then they would remain a novelty for sci-fi.
The space catapult above holds merit for consideration when materials such as graphene foams
become cheap and easy to make. There are many obvious variants that could be tried.

Suspended linear induction motor
A refinement to the Skyline system was then considered, initially with a straight vertical linear
induction motor, suspended by balloons or graphene foam platforms. Tow configurations were
considered.
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And then with a curved suspended linear induction motor
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However, neither of these was able to offer speed advantages over the previous systems, with the
second able to achieve 8600mph after a lengthy 150km travel at 5g acceleration, 14,800mph at 15g.

Ground based winch with cable feed through aerial rings
The next iteration was another rather obvious enhancement. With most of the winding kit already
moved to a low platform, Pearson realised that it could all be installed on the ground, with a simple
pulley on each of the platforms. This system remains feasible and may yet prove to have some
advantages over the Pythagoras Sling. Considerations about pulley materials led later to preference
for simple rings that do not need any rotating parts or bearings, but may benefit from diamond
coatings or equivalent to resist wear and disperse heat.

Parachute assisted system
Having moved to ground winches and only pulleys on high platforms, calculations around feasibility
quickly converged on the atmospheric drag induced by the aerial platforms during launch, actually
key in keeping them close to their useful positions. Pearson’s final realisation then occurred
naturally, that the floating bases were not required at all, and that all that was really needed was a
parachute to hold a ring through which a tether could be pulled. A big enough parachute would offer
enough drag to hold close enough to its initial position while the tether is reeled in during the launch
process.
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Initially, it was considered that the parachute and pulley or ring could be floated part of the way up
and then use a rocket to gain height, but Colosimo suggested that a simple rocket launch from the
ground to deployment height would suffice. The rocket would carry the chute and pulley or ring,
threaded with the tether of course, and then it would be reeled in to drag the rocket up at high
speed.
After passing the parachute, and disconnecting the pulley or ring, the rocket would then follow an
arc to become horizontal, while still being pulled heavily from afar, thus gaining both altitude and
high horizontal speed. Again, the speed likely was not simulated, but was estimated to be far in
excess of the 7000mph gained in the first part of the launch, based on 5g acceleration.
This system is extremely simple, based on a simple rocket to deploy a parachute attached to a hoop,
with a strong string connected to the rocket pulled through the hoop by a distant winding motor.
The string needs to be stronger than any material available today to offer really useful launches, but
graphene string will offer the capability needed.
The high speeds obtainable are impressive, but they really do need graphene-specification cabling to
achieve them. Lesser materials would obviously generate lower performance. It also became
apparent during later calculations that the 100km launch height initially suggested would offer too
little drag to even a large chute. Launching to 80km seemed more realistic with expectation that the
chute will descend very rapidly during early stage of the flight, to perhaps 60 km.

Single launch site – the Pythagoras Sling
Since this process, although effective, required a second base at which to hold winding equipment,
Pearson’s final refinement was to launch two parachutes from the same launch base. The first would
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go vertically to 60-80km and the second parachute would be sent off high and horizontally distant,
to act as the fulcrum for the arc part of the flight.

We call this approach the Pythagoras Sling due to its simplicity and triangular geometry. The floating
platforms are now ground-based, and the pulleys have been replaced by simple rings, preferably
with coatings to resist wear and disperse heat. The 2nd parachute is to be sent as far away and as
high as feasible, but simulation will be required to determine optimal specifications for both human
and non-human payloads. A single rocket could deploy both chutes. Using the ground as a base for
both chute deployments offers many advantages at the cost of using slightly longer and heavier
cable.
Another version exists where two parachutes are deployed with winding equipment distant from the
initial rocket launch. Although requiring two bases again, this variant holds merit. The main
disadvantage of this implementation is that before launch, the tether would be on the ground or sea
surface over a long distance unless additional system details are added to support it prior to launch
such as smaller balloons.
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This variant would still qualify as a Pythagoras Sling because they are essentially the same idea with
just minor configurational differences. Each layout has different merits and simulation will
undoubtedly show significant differences for different kinds of missions that will make the choice
obvious.

System of choice – The Pythagoras Sling
In summary, having considered many ideas and iterations, Pearson’s final system, the Pythagoras
Sling, is therefore one of two high altitude parachutes attached to rings, offering enough drag to act
effectively as temporary slow-moving anchors while a tether is pulled through them quickly to
accelerate a projectile upwards and then into a curve towards final high horizontal speed.
Calculations based on graphene materials and their theoretical specifications suggest that this could
be quite feasible as a means to achieve sub-orbital launches for humans and up to orbital launches
for smaller satellites that can cope with 15g acceleration. Other payloads would still need rockets to
achieve orbit, but greatly reduced in size and cost.
Exchanges of calculations between the authors, based on the best materials available today suggest
that this idea already holds merit for use for microsatellites, even if it falls well below graphene
system capabilities.

Electromagnetic cable feed
Meanwhile, a parallel problem occurred to Pearson, that ground winding equipment would not only
have to be very powerful, (albeit well within jet engine specifications) but would have to rotate with
circumference speeds equal to that of the rocket at its fastest. Centrifugal forces on the drum would
be extreme and possibly a concept killer if useful maximum speeds were not feasible. Colosimo’s
experience suggested this would probably be manageable but Pearson remained concerned. After
some thought, he realised that rail gun technology (itself based on a simple linear motor) could be
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adapted to drive a suitable engineered cable through it rather than a metal slug, provided that the
cable had high conductivity paths running transversely through it.

Each small segment of the cable would act in the same way as a conventional railgun slug while its
circuits pass through the drive unit, and once through it would be slowed, then folded rather than
spooled, with various mechanism feasible to slow it down after exiting to allow its folding. After use,
it would be reusable.
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Pearson called this an inverse rail gun. Instead of the rail gun exit speed being limited by its length, it
would now be able to act on an entire length of cable, of indefinite length. The only limiting factor
would then be supplying power within the engineering limitations of a motor that relies on extreme
electric currents. However, as a beneficial factor, graphene not only makes an extremely strong
material from which cables might be made, but also one through which enormous currents would be
able to pass with little resistance, with alternating forms of graphene that resist or conduct making
up the cable. Pearson calculated that a thin graphene tape 1cm wide and 0.1mm thick would be
ideal for some applications considered, such as driving our Pythagoras Sling. Even such a tiny
graphene tape could accelerate a 2 ton capsule at 6.5g. The length of the drive hasn’t been
considered yet but will depend on the amount of current that needs to be passed through the
segment of cable within it to achieve the total driving force required.
An inverse rail gun would thus be able to pull the graphene cable through itself at extreme speeds
without experiencing any centrifugal forces.
Having invented this solution to the cable winding, Pearson proposed some space-based variants of
the inverse rail gun as space launching technologies in their own right, which would be capable of
using enormous lengths of cable to accelerate spacecraft or materials for distant bases up to
extreme speeds at extreme g forces, up to exit speeds of hundreds of kilometres per second.
Such a device might one day prove useful for sending g-force insensitive packages of materials,
water or food to distant colonies such as on Mars, or for asteroid defence.
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In closing
The Pythagoras Sling arose after several engineering explorations of high altitude platform launch
systems. As is often the case in engineering, the best solution is also by far the simplest. It is the first
space launch system that treats parachutes effectively as temporary aerial anchors, and it uses just a
string pulled through two rings held by those temporary anchors, attached to the payload. That
string could be pulled by a turbine or an electromagnetic linear motor drive, so could be entirely
electric. The system would be extremely safe, with no risk of fuel explosions, and extremely cheap
compared to current systems. It would also avoid dumping large quantities of greenhouse gases into
the high atmosphere. The system cannot be built yet, and its full potential won’t be realised until
graphene or similarly high specification strings or tapes are economically available. However, it
should be well noted that other accepted future systems such as the Space Elevator will also need
such materials, but in vastly larger quantity. The Pythagoras Sling will certainly be achievable many
years before a space elevator and once it is, could well become the safest and cheapest way to put a
wide range of payloads into orbit.
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